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Conventional imaging systems rely upon illumination light that is scattered or transmitted by the object and subsequently imaged. Ghost-imaging systems based on parametric down-conversion use twin beams of position-correlated signal and idler photons. One beam illuminates an object while the image information is recovered from a second beam that has never interacted with the object. In this Letter, we report on a camera-based ghost imaging system where the correlated photons have significantly different wavelengths. Infrared photons at 1550 nm wavelength illuminate the object and are detected by an InGaAs/InP single-photon avalanche diode. The image data are recorded from the coincidently detected, position-correlated, visible photons at a wavelength of 460 nm using a highly efficient, low-noise, photon-counting camera. The efficient transfer of the image information from infrared illumination to visible detection wavelengths and the ability to count single photons allows the acquisition of an image while illuminating the object with an optical power density of only 100 pJ cm\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\). This wavelength-transforming ghost-imaging technique has potential for the imaging of light-sensitive specimens or where covert operation is desired.

Low-light-level imaging at infrared wavelengths has many applications within both the technological and biological sectors. These applications span covert security systems, the imaging of light-sensitive biological samples, and imaging within semiconductor devices. However, given that the majority of single-photon-sensitive, large-format detector arrays are silicon-based and therefore ineffective at wavelengths greater than 1 μm, the technological difficulties with such applications are readily apparent: crafting a camera with high quantum efficiency and low noise at infrared wavelengths is difficult and expensive. In this Letter, we circumvent the lack of infrared cameras that combine low-noise with single-photon sensitivity by performing the imaging using the so-called “ghost imaging” method. This method utilizes the spatial correlations between photons in the two output beams, signal and idler, generated through the spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC) process [1]. In the 1990s, it was shown how the correlations between photons generated through SPDC could be utilized to create imaging systems [2,3]. These ghost-imaging systems rely on the strong position correlations between the beams of signal and idler photons that are produced by the SPDC process [4]. In a ghost-imaging system a transmissive object is placed in the idler beam and the transmitted photons are measured using a single-element, heralding detector. The use of a single-element detector means that measurements of photons that probe the object reveal no spatial information. In parallel to these measurements of the idler photons, a scanning single-element detector measures the corresponding signal photons—but since these signal photons do not interact with the object, again no image is formed. However, although the data from either detector on its own does not reveal an image, the correlation between the two data sets gives an image of the object. It should be noted that while ghost imaging based on parametric down-conversion is not reliant on quantum entanglement, the implicit entanglement within down-conversion provides a simple and practical source of spatially correlated photons. It has also been shown that a form of ghost imaging is possible with classical light [4–6], albeit using higher light levels where classical correlations persist even in the presence of shot noise. However, ghost imaging based on parametric down-conversion uses correlations.
between individual photon pairs, and hence has unique attributes in ultra-low-light imaging. With one exception [7], in all ghost-imaging systems based on parametric down-conversion, the signal and idler have the same (degenerate) or similar wavelengths [8–10].

From a practical point of view, forming an image with light that does not directly interact with the object sounds useful. However, although the signal photons striking the position-sensitive detector have never interacted with the object, the object is still subject to illumination by an equivalent number of idler photons. Until recently, all systems based on photon pairs implemented their position-recording detector by raster-scanning a single-element detector. This reliance upon scanning meant that the maximum optical efficiency of such systems could not exceed 1/N, where N is the number of pixels in the image. We overcame this limitation by using a time-gated camera that could detect the position of a single photon across the full field of view of an imaging system [11,12]. However, in that work, both the signal and idler beams had the same wavelength, and hence the system did not have the wavelength-transforming capability of this present work. The present system combines the increased detection efficiency offered by a time-gated camera with the wavelength-transforming advantages of nondegenerate ghost-imaging techniques. This combination enables ultra-low illumination infrared imaging of microscopic objects using signal and idler photons with a wavelength ratio of 1:3.

High-contrast microscopy using infrared illumination has previously been achieved using structured illumination or masking and a single-pixel detector [13,14]. However, these techniques rely on measuring a small change in signal on a large background light level, and therefore require far higher illumination powers than the single-photon regime utilized in the present work. Another technique used to image with infrared illumination is wavelength upconversion. In this technique, infrared photons illuminate the object and are then converted to a visible wavelength before being detected. However, this upconversion process suffers either degraded resolution or low conversion efficiency [15–17]. In 2014, an ingenious approach to transforming wavelength between the illumination and recording light was demonstrated by Lemos et al. [18]. Perhaps the most exciting aspect of that experiment was the ability to form an image without an infrared detector of any type. However, the photon flux in that imaging system was maintained at a modest level so that the image was detectable above the noise floor of a conventional low-light camera.

In this Letter, we implement a camera-based, ghost-imaging approach but use signal and idler photons at dramatically different wavelengths. Infrared photons at 1550 nm wavelength illuminate/probe the object, yet the camera data is recorded from visible photons at 460 nm that are correlated in position with the infrared photons. This configuration allows for the irradiation of the object with low-energy, infrared photons while still making use of a visible-wavelength, highly sensitive camera. The single-photon sensitivity and high timing resolution of both the heralding detector and the imaging camera allows for the use of an extremely low illumination flux, of order ~10^5 infrared photons impinging on the object per second.

A schematic of our imaging system, shown in Fig. 1, utilizes the photon pairs generated through a highly nondegenerate SPDC process giving signal and idler wavelengths of 460 and 1550 nm, respectively. The signal and idler photons are separated at a dichroic mirror and directed along different optical paths. The idler path contains an object that is placed in an image plane of the SPDC crystal. The idler photons that are transmitted through the object are then detected by a single-element, free-space coupled InGaAs/InP single-photon avalanche diode (SPAD) [19]. We refer to this detector as the heralding detector. In the signal path, the plane of the crystal is reimaged to a time-gated, intensified camera with a CCD detector array (ICCD). The effective magnification of our system from object plane to ICCD is M = 10 (see Supplement 1). The detection of an infrared probe photon by the heralding detector is used to trigger the gate of the intensifier in the ICCD such that the signal photon that is imaged is the position-correlated visible twin of the idler photon. To ensure that we image only the correlated signal photon, we compensate for the electronic delay associated with the SPAD and the intensifier in the ICCD by a free-space, image-preserving delay line within the signal path (see Supplement 1). The average power (typically 50 mW) and repetition rate of the pump laser (100 MHz), coupled with the gating time of the intensifier (10 ns) produces a down-conversion flux such that the camera typically detects no more than one photon per triggering of the intensifier. Typically the trigger rate of the intensifier is ~10 kHz and the exposure time (i.e., integration time) of the camera is 0.1 s, meaning that the intensifier is triggered many times per camera frame. Each triggering of the camera should, in principle, yield a measured photon. However, in practice, this efficiency is set by the optical throughput of the signal path and the quantum efficiency of the ICCD camera to approximately 7%. Although giving 50–100 photons per frame, the large number of camera pixels means there is on average much less than one photon per pixel in each frame. To each frame, we then apply our photon-counting methodology (see Supplement 1) to convert these frames into photons per pixel. We then sum the photons detected over many frames to give an accumulated image. The resulting image data is again in the form of number of detected photons per pixel. The computational overhead of data transfer means that at a frame exposure time of 0.1 s, we can acquire six frames per second.

To illustrate the wavelength-transforming capabilities of our system, we use an object formed from a polished silicon wafer onto which was patterned a microscopic gold test target.
(created by electron beam lithography, electron beam deposition, and liftoff). The height of the letters ("IR") to be imaged are 120 μm, set within a framing box of width 160 μm. At a wavelength of 1550 nm, the silicon is transparent whereas the gold layer is not. Note that any residual 460 nm signal photons that are in the idler path will be fully absorbed by the silicon substrate and therefore cannot trigger the heralding detector. We also note that any 1550 nm photons in the signal path will not be detectable by the ICCD camera, as the photons are outside the spectral range of the photocathode of the intensifier.

Figure 2 shows images corresponding to the accumulation of photons as more of the ICCD camera frames are summed together to recover the accumulated images. In this case, the duration of data acquisition ranged from 30 s to 10 min. Even with extremely photon-sparse images, it is possible to use reconstruction techniques to recover images of high visual quality [12] (see Supplement 1).

Two useful figures of merit for measuring the quality of an imaging system are the resolution and the contrast of the acquired images. In Fig. 3, we show long exposure images of a silicon "λ" on a gold background and a gold "IR" on a silicon background. The images were acquired using the settings just detailed and a 30 min total exposure time, yielding an image contrast of 71%. The spatial resolution of the system corresponds to a point spread function of approximately 15 μm (2σ). This spatial resolution is fundamentally limited by a combination of the strength of the spatial correlation between the down-converted signal and idler photons and the diffraction limit of the various relay optics, (see Supplement 1). Our understanding is that this in no way exceeds the classical limit.

The images in Fig. 2 were acquired by detection of between 8500 photons in image (a) and 317,000 photons in image (e). However, when considering low-light imaging, the number of photons detected by the camera is not the most pressing consideration. Rather, the most important characteristic is the number of photons incident on the object for the duration of the acquisition. We calculate this by measuring the number of photons detected by the heralding detector with no object present. Given the detection efficiency of this heralding detector, we can infer the number of infrared photons at the plane of the object within the boundary box of the object to be $2 \times 10^7$ photons per second. This photon flux corresponds to an illumination power of 25 fW, and an energy deposition on the object of approximately 100 pJ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$. Figures 2(a) and 2(e) were acquired for a total exposure time of 30 s and 10 min, respectively, and thus the total energy deposition on the object within the boundary box was 750 fJ and 15 pJ, respectively. There is an obvious tradeoff between a long exposure time resulting in high image quality and a shorter exposure time with lower energy deposition but resulting in lower-quality images.

Imaging a silicon/gold object, while not being photosensitive itself, demonstrates the low-light imaging capabilities of our system. The conditional nature of our detection scheme, which depends upon the correlated detection of IR and visible photons, reduces our overall quantum efficiency to the order of 7%, which compares to a quantum efficiency of a leading shortwave infrared low-light camera of 85%. In terms of dark noise, we measure our detection scheme to have a measured dark noise rate of 0.01 noise events per pixel per second, compared with eight noise events per pixel per second from leading shortwave infrared (1.5 μm) low-light cameras [20]. Taking these factors together, we are able to image with higher contrast using a lower illumination power without losing the image in the noise floor of the camera.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that it is possible to obtain microscope images from visible photons at 460 nm by illuminating the object with an equal number of position-correlated infrared photons at 1550 nm. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that this has been combined with an array-type detector. The ability to translate the image information from infrared to visible wavelengths has potential for imaging light-sensitive specimens or where covert operation is desired [21].
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